Bella 4 Standard Cargo Bike

Bella 2 Standard Cargo Bike

Unique rear-wheel steering with a traditional design developed for transporting up to
four children. Reinforced aluminium frame,
self-supporting safety cargo box with reinforced aluminum tubes, sides of aluminium.
Customize the sides with your own design.
mano Nexus 7 gears, front hand brake, rear
coaster brake, parking brake, automatic
chain tightener, aluminum fenders, back
wheel with hydraulic supension, bell, light
holders – front and rear.

Unique rear-wheel steering and an elegant,
lightweight design for transporting two
children.
Reinforced aluminium frame, self-supporting safety cargo box with reinforced
aluminum tubes, sides of aluminium. Large,
red, green or black fabric.
mano Nexus 7 gears, front hand brake, rear
coaster brake, parking brake, automatic
chain tightener, aluminum fenders, back
wheel with hydraulic supension, bell, light
holders – front and rear.

Corporate Use
Bellabike is used by a broad range of companies for a variety of purposes. Transport
of goods, newspaper distribution, bike
messenger services, tools, catering and
much more.
The Bellabike Cycle Taxi has been developed in association with Quickpack. It has
extra suspension and a uniquely comfortable seating system for everyone. Contact
us to hear more about designing a custom
bicycle for your company.

BellaBike.com
Borupsalle 179
DK-2400 Copenhagen NV
Tel. (+45) 61 37 58 25
info@bellabike.com

See more on www.bellabike.com

Family-sized Fun
and Adventure

Let the Adventure Begin
Adventure begins with a Bellabike. Our
cargo bike is not merely a transport vehicle
but also a rather fantastic way to launch an
exciting series of pleasurable experiences
for the whole family.

Why Should You Choose
a Bellabike?
Quite simply: it’s cheaper and more fun
than a car! It’s easier and faster to get
around the city, especially in rush hour,
and the safety box provides exceptional
protection for the children. Even with a full
load you’ll enjoy maximum manoverability
and ease-of-use.

Practical and Pleasurable
Child Transport
Give yourself and your children a wonderful gift. Place your kids in the cargo box,
buckle them in and start pedalling. You’ll
soon discover how negotiating traffic
becomes an easy and elegant affair. A bike
ride with the kids has never been easier or
more pleasurable. In the midst of a busy
day you now have the opportunity to combine practical tasks with relaxing ease-ofuse. You can get all the shopping done and
run your other errands, all while spending
quality-time with your children.

Easy Urban Use
The distinct rear-wheel steering design on
a Bellabike makes manovering a breeze.
You’ll find it easier to get around in the city
by being able to ‘turn on a dime’ and weave
your way elegantly past all obstacles - without losing eye contact with your kids in the
cargo box. Not to mention eliminating the
need for finding a parking spot.

Let’s Get Personalised
With Bellabike you can choose a solid
colour or a design. The standard colour is
black but you can choose other colours at
extra cost. Or you can design your own,
unique decals for the sides of the cargo
box. The decals are made of the same
weather-resistant material as outdoor
signs for advertising or shopfronts.
Any motive you can dream up is possible,
whether they are digital photos or graphics. It it an advantage to have a personalised bike that stands out in the crowd.
Not least because it is less attractive to
steal if it’s easily recognizable.

Completely Customized
The Bellabike is an all-round cargo bike.
The customizable cargo box has room for
four children and a couple of large bags of
groceries. You can start without any seats
and then add to the bike as your family
grows and your needs change. The specially-designed retractable canopies keep
things dry on rainy days.

